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Added Stored Procedure Pricing for Products.
o New General Lookup table: STORE_PRODUCT_SP_PRICING
Implemented pre-requisite functions for Events. When setting up events you can now specify what function a
person has to sign up for before others can be displayed.
o New General Lookup table: STORE_EVENT_FUNCTION_PREREQ
Implemented Event Question Manager functionality.
Eliminated use of ATS_SHOPPINGCARTEVENTS and moved all event shopping cart storage to ATS_SHOPPING_CART.
This means that any stored procedure pricing for events that looked in the cart will need to be modified to look at
the table ATS_SHOPPINGCARTEVENTS. The following script will show any stored procedures using this table. These
stored procedures should be updated.
o SELECT OBJECT_NAME(id)
FROM syscomments
WHERE [text] LIKE '%ATS_SHOPPINGCARTEVENTS%'
AND OBJECTPROPERTY(id, 'IsProcedure') = 1
GROUP BY OBJECT_NAME(id)
Increased performance of Register Someone Else functionality by reducing the number of lookups to determine if a
registration for a person is already in the shopping cart or if they are already registered for the event.
Introduced better error trapping for invalid proration setup in iMIS.
Modified dues to handle multiple categories during the selection process.
Added new columns to ATS_DUES table
o START_CHAPTER - Chapter of the person used to determine if they can use this dues management record.
An asterisk is a wildcard
o END_CHAPTER - not used at this time (future use. Note that this does not change the chapter of the record
after dues are processed)
o BILLINGCATEGORY_TEXT - this is the text that will be displayed if the dues requires a selection of a billing
category
o CRITERIA - not used at this time (future use)
Added Shipping Tracking using iMIS Activities for DHL, FedEx, UPS and USPS.
When EventSeparateBatch setting in the Batch_Settings General Lookup/Validation table is set to True the name of
the batch will include the Event Code.
Modified Dues Summary page to not show the Through Date on VOL Dues items.
Modified dues to pre-check items for a product type if the number of available items matches the minimum
number of items in ATS_DUES.
Added function-level Add to Calendar functionality for events.

RESOLVED ISSUES




Corrected spelling of LBLSUBSCRIPTIONDETAILSBUTTON which was causing an error when saving settings.
Modified processing to set the payment amount which was causing an issue in 15.2.10 and has not been seen in
other versions of iMIS.
Corrected issue for image search results size for products only.
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Upgraded to Telerik 2013 Q1 version to ensure support for latest browsers.
Updated featured items code to be much more efficient when featured events are in the general lookup table.
Modified product detail and product detail brief to increase performance, especially when there are multiple (30+)
search results on the page.
Corrected issue where dues items were added multiple times if you hit the back and forward button. This only
happened on items that were hidden from the screen and when you only had one option for a person. That option
was auto-selected and could be added twice if you hit the back and forward buttons on the dues application.
Modified the Store to NOT throw a serious error if you specify an event in the URL that doesn't exist.
Updated coupon generator to never return duplicate random coupon codes.
Corrected issue where Bill To ID was not properly set when an existing registration was edited from the cart AND
stored procedure pricing was in place that requires the Bill To ID.
Corrected issue with displaying "your price" when a member is logged in and they are viewing the price of a master
product. The correct amount was charged when it was added to the cart but the screen display was incorrect.
Modified system to report and display an error when someone uses dues and specifies a billing cycle where the
products in the billing cycle are not set to ‘Sell on Web’. This was causing problems with the processing in iMIS.
Changed orders so that freight methods don't have to be all upper case in the Store_Shipping_Methods table. When
they were mixed case, this caused the description to be blank in the store.
Modified confirmation letter to show credit card number as masked to conform with the new PCI compliance
options in iMIS.
Modified event registration and product detail so that if the query string link comes into the page as lowercase the
product code and event code will be converted to uppercase.
Modified search events web service to search for terms correctly.
Increased efficiency and error trapping reporting in dues application, especially when paying dues for multiple
people.
Modified events so that GRPO_ functions allow a maximum of one selected.
Modified subscriptions to properly set the paid through date based on the fiscal year for annual dues.
Modified images for Store_Specials_Events.
Corrected issue with an electronic product in a master product.
Corrected dues issue in calculating proration month for bump proration.
Correct issue with web services that prevented Comments from displaying.
Corrected issue where a logged in person gets an error when going to a meeting that hasn't started yet but the
registration is closed.
Corrected issue where the postal code validator was not working correctly if the default country for the store is set
to Canada.
Improved error trapping and reporting when processing dues (join/renew) to better troubleshoot setup issues.
Corrected issue with setting dues dates.
Corrected spacing of donations footer when additional options (e.g., In Memory Of) were turned off.
Corrected issue where an item was not correctly shown as backordered in product detail page.
Modified Web Categories creation. Some versions of iMIS have the table ORDERCATEGORYSORT and some do not.
The code will now check for the existence of that table and will not throw an error if it doesn't exist.
Made Search box validators dynamic which helps eliminate whitespace in search box.
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